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the others. His teal wings, muscular body, and pain-glazed eyes have her
torn between two desires - needing his touch and desperation to heal
him. She's going to save the Preor males, even if it kills her. When she
loses consciousness after healing them, she realizes it just might. Kozav
sen Aghin, Primary Warrior of the Preor Third Fleet, wakes on the Preor
battleship fully healed yet plagued by a feeling that something is wrong.
And something is... Kozav's mate was left behind on Earth-alone and
unprotected. Unacceptable. Kozav's guilt for his actions in the past still
plague him and he is determined not to fail again. The curvaceous,
green-eyed, dark haired human female is his to protect, his to claim and
his to keep. When someone attempts to murder Grace, Kozav is prepared
to do whatever it takes to keep her safe. Even if it means killing one of
his own. Or will it be Kozav with a sword through his chest?
The It Girl Ruth Ware 2022-08-04 Everyone wanted her life Someone
wanted her dead It was Hannah who found April’s body ten years ago. It
was Hannah who didn’t question what she saw that day. Did her
testimony put an innocent man in prison? She needs to know the truth.
Even if it means questioning her own friends. Even if it means putting
her own life at risk. Because if the killer wasn’t a stranger, it's someone
she knows… **A new page-turning thriller from the international number
one bestselling author Ruth Ware. Coming Summer 2022! Pre-order your

Double Vision Colby Marshall 2015-04-07 New from the author of Color
Blind...FBI profiler Jenna Ramey has synesthesia, a neurological
condition that causes perceptions of color to flash through her mind,
triggered by seemingly unrelated stimuli. But she has learned to
understand and interpret these associations. They help her do her job.
They can help save lives… A little girl has witnessed a mass shooting.
What she knows may be the key to finding the man responsible. Jenna
has been tasked with drawing her out, figuring out what she saw, what
she remembers, what it means. But Molly is an unusual child. She is
sweet and bright, and eager to help, but she has a quirk of her own: an
intense preoccupation with numbers. It helps her notice things that
others don’t. It also leads Jenna into a maze of speculation that could
turn into a wild goose chase while the body count continues to rise.
Jenna and Molly view the world through their own filters. In some ways,
they speak different languages. Now Jenna must learn to communicate,
to break Molly’s code, to understand the mind of a murderer…
Kozav Celia Kyle 2016-09-02 Kozav found his mate and then he lost her.
Now it's time to hunt... Grace Hall is a nurse, not a doctor. But when five
Preor warriors are brought to the emergency room and the doctors won't
touch the aliens, she steps forward. One warrior draws her more than
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copy now** Praise for The It Girl: 'A cracking read – and that ending!'
Shari Lapena 'Every Ruth Ware novel is a unique and unexpected gem
and this one is no exception. A heady, tense, slowburn dream of a book,
multi-layered and steeped in atmosphere and peril. I loved every page'
Lisa Jewell ‘If you ever idly wish that Agatha Christie would write a new
book, Ruth Ware has got you covered. The It Girl has all the clues, twists
and red herrings you could wish for, in a thoroughly modern setting. An
impeccably constructed mystery from start to finish' Jane Casey 'It’s
brilliant. Ruth is the master of the fiendishly twisty, yet completely
believable, plot' Elly Griffiths 'Just finished The It Girl by Ruth Ware and
now my life is divided in two: before and after. Before: cool, calm,
chilled. After: What? No! OMG! A wild ride that’s deliciously twisting,
with countless gasp-out-loud moments' Janice Hallett
We Own The Sky Luke Allnutt 2018-02-08 How far would you go to save
the one you love? "Anyone who wishes David Nicholls would write faster
needs to grab this with both hands." Jill Mansell An emotional pageturner with a heart-pounding dilemma. Fans of Jodi Picoult, David
Nicholls and Jojo Moyes will love We Own The Sky. Anna and Rob were
the perfect couple with their whole lives in front of them. When beautiful
baby boy Jack came along, their world seemed complete. But when
tragedy strikes they are faced with an impossible choice. They have one
chance to save their child, but at what cost? "...a touching narrative of
first love and fatherhood" The Sunday Times **** Praise for We Own The
Sky 'A beautiful, hugely emotional story.' - The Sun 'A heartbreaking read
about love and loss.' - Bella Magazine 'Prepare to have your heart
wrenched by this emotion-drenched story.' - Sunday Mirror 'This tender
depiction of a father's love for his son is utterly heartbreaking and will
stay with you long after the book has finished.' - The Express 'Deeply
affecting. A beautiful, remarkable book.' - Lucy Diamond, author of The
Secrets of Happiness Utterly beautiful, heartbreaking and ultimately
uplifting. - Rachael Lucas, author of The State of Grace What an
incredible book this is - such gut-wrenching honesty and depth of
emotion. Anyone who wishes David Nicholls would write faster needs to
grab this with both hands. It's a truly stunning achievement. - Jill Mansell
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Beautifully rendered and profoundly moving, We Own the Sky illustrates
the lengths we'll go to for those we love. Luke Allnutt is a major new
talent in fiction and his debut is not to be missed. - Camille Pagán,
bestselling author of Life and Other Near-Death Experiences ***** What
readers are saying about We Own The Sky: 'Prepare to weep - I defy
anyone to read this and not have a tear in their eye.' reviewer, 5 stars
Emotional and moving. - 5* review, Amazon This is a truly beautiful story
told from the heart and written with such great feeling. - 5* review,
Amazon I loved this book for its honesty, it's rawness and for its
abundance of pure love. It made me laugh, it made me cry, and it will, I
know, stay with me for a very long time. - 5* review, Amazon
Five Strangers E.V. Adamson 2021-04-30 Five strangers. One horrific
event. What did they see? ‘Assured and engrossing’ The Sunday Times
‘Tightly-plotted, entertaining’ LOUISE CANDLISH ‘Meticulously plotted
with an ending I really didn’t see coming.’ SARAH VAUGHAN, author of
ANATOMY OF A SCANDAL
Color Blind Colby Marshall 2014-11-04 SYNESTHESIA: A neurological
condition characterized by automatic, involuntary sensory perceptions
triggered by seemingly unrelated stimuli. There is something unusual
about Dr. Jenna Ramey’s brain, a rare perceptual quirk that punctuates
her experiences with flashes of color. They are hard to explain: red can
mean anger, or love, or strength. But she can use these spontaneous
mental associations, understand and interpret them enough to help her
read people and situations in ways others cannot. As an FBI forensic
psychiatrist, she used it to profile and catch criminals. Years ago, she
used it to save her own family from her charming, sociopathic mother.
Now, the FBI has detained a mass murderer and called for Jenna’s help.
Upon interrogation she learns that, behind bars or not, he holds the
power to harm more innocents—and is obsessed with gaining power over
Jenna herself. He has a partner still on the loose. And Jenna’s unique
mind, with its strange and subtle perceptions, may be all that can
prevent a terrifying reality…
Fear Nothing Dean Koontz 2007-06-15 Fear, compassion, evil, courage,
hope, wonder, the exquisite terror of not knowing what will happen on
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the next page to characters you care about deeply—these are the
marvels that Dean Koontz weaves into the unique tapestry of every novel.
His storytelling talents have earned him the devotion of fans around the
world, making him one of the most popular authors of our time, with
more than 200 million copies of his books sold worldwide. Christopher
Snow is different from all the other residents of Moonlight Bay, different
from anyone you've ever met. For Christopher Snow has made his peace
with a very rare genetic disorder shared by only one thousand other
Americans, a disorder that leaves him dangerously vulnerable to light.
His life is filled with the fascinating rituals of one who must embrace the
dark. He knows the night as no one else ever will, ever can—the mystery,
the beauty, the many terrors, and the eerie, silken rhythms of the
night—for it is only at night that he is free. Until the night he witnesses a
series of disturbing incidents that sweep him into a violent mystery only
he can solve, a mystery that will force him to rise above all fears and
confront the many-layered strangeness of Moonlight Bay and its
residents. Once again drawing daringly from several genres, Dean
Koontz has created a narrative that is a thriller, a mystery, a wild
adventure, a novel of friendship, a rousing story of triumph over severe
physical limitations, and a haunting cautionary tale. This ebook edition
contains a special preview of Dean Koontz’s The Silent Corner.
Three Graves Full Jamie Mason 2013-02-12 A Library Journal Best Book
of 2013! A Booklist Best Crime Novel of 2013! There is very little peace
for a man with a body buried in his backyard. But it could always be
worse… More than a year ago, mild-mannered Jason Getty killed a man
he wished he’d never met. Then he planted the problem a little too close
to home. But just as he’s learning to live with the undeniable reality of
what he’s done, police unearth two bodies on his property—neither of
which is the one Jason buried. Jason races to stay ahead of the
consequences of his crime, and while chaos reigns on his lawn, his sanity
unravels, snagged on the agendas of a colorful cast of strangers. A jilted
woman searches for her lost fiancé, a fringe dweller runs from a past
that’s quickly gaining on him, and a couple of earnest local detectives
piece clues together with the help of a volunteer police dog—all in the
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shadow of a dead man who had it coming. As the action unfolds, each
character discovers that knowing more than one side of the story doesn't
necessarily rule out a deadly margin of error. Jamie Mason’s
irrepressible debut is a macabre, darkly humorous tale with the
thoughtful beauty of a literary novel, the tense pacing of a thriller, and a
clever twist of suspense.
Sociology in Our Times Diana Kendall 2016-01-01 This best-selling
comprehensive book conveys the relevance of sociology by presenting a
timely collection of theories, research, and examples -- including its
signature first-person accounts that open many chapters. These lived
experiences are relevant to students and introduce themes that provide a
framework for learning the chapter material. Kendall's vivid and inviting
writing style, emphasis on applications, and eye for compelling current
examples further highlight sociology's relevance to all students. Now in
its eleventh edition, SOCIOLOGY IN OUR TIMES is acclaimed for being
the first textbook to integrate race, class, and gender issues, and for its
thorough presentation of sociological theory, including contemporary
perspectives such as feminism and postmodernism. This edition focuses
more on social/global change and on the contemporary world, presenting
such current debates as bullying and social media abuse, digital-age
methods to increase school attendance, food trucks and the spread of
culture, modern slavery, and weight bias. Important Notice: Media
content referenced within the product description or the product text
may not be available in the ebook version.
The End of Normal Lennard Davis 2014-01-03 Provocative essays that
challenge notions of the “normal” in the new century
Vindicated Kathleen Williams Renk 2020-09-15 Mary Godwin is a
teenager with a formidable pedigree. Both of her parents are
philosophers but it is Mary Wollstonecraft, the mother she never met,
who haunts her waking and dreaming worlds. Reading about her
mother's life and death inspires Mary to keep a journal. Just as the
tumult of her parents' relationship comes alive in her imagination, she
meets emerging poet Percy Shelley. Even though he is married and his
wife is pregnant, Shelley threatens to kill himself if Mary will not elope
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with him. It's possible that Shelley is mad, but their intellectual and
creative affinities convince her that she is his Child of Light. Passionate
and intellectual, Mary struggles with the demands of her volatile
husband and their circle of friends, including her stepsister Claire and
George Gordon, Lord Byron. But as she writes Frankenstein, she also
muses about her encounters with her creature and the philosophical
questions of life, death, and creation that undergird her novel. Justifying
their unconventional life and enduring personal tragedies, Mary follows
in her mother's footsteps, as she contemplates a woman's place in
literature and the world.
The Exact Nature of Our Wrongs Janet Peery 2017-09-19 Winner of the
Library of Virginia's Emyl Jenkins Sexton Literary Award for Fiction! "A
brilliantly moving and unforgettable novel." - Jill McCorkle, author of Life
After Life Janet Peery’s first novel, The River Beyond the World, was a
National Book Award finalist in 1996. Acclaimed for her gorgeous writing
and clear-eyed gaze into the hearts of people, Peery now returns with her
second novel, The Exact Nature of Our Wrongs. On a summer evening in
the blue-collar town of Amicus, Kansas, the Campbell family gathers for a
birthday dinner for their ailing patriarch, retired judge Abel Campbell,
prepared and hosted by their still-hale mother Hattie. But when Billy, the
youngest sibling—with a history of addiction, grand ideas, and
misdemeanors—passes out in his devil’s food cake, the family takes up
the unfinished business of Billy’s sobriety. Billy’s wayward adventures
have too long consumed their lives, in particular Hattie’s, who has
enabled his transgressions while trying to save him from Abel’s
disappointment. As the older children—Doro, Jesse, ClairBell, and
Gideon—contend with their own troubles, they compete for the approval
of the elderly parents they adore, but can’t quite forgive. With knowing
humor and sure-handed storytelling, Janet Peery reveals a family at its
best and worst, with old wounds and new, its fractures and feuds, and
yet its unbreakable bonds.
Phantom Instinct Meg Gardiner 2015-06-02 From the Edgar® Awardwinning author hailed by Stephen King as “the next suspense superstar”
comes her new thriller with “a plot as real as your nightmares” (#1 New
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York Times Bestselling Author Lee Child)… One year ago, a shootout in a
trendy L.A. club left bartender Harper Flynn’s boyfriend dead, Sheriff
Deputy Aiden Garrison shattered, and two gunmen engulfed in flames.
But if the case is closed, why is Harper still afraid? Certain that a third
gunman escaped and is targeting survivors, Harper pins her last hope on
the only person willing to listen. But a traumatic brain injury has left
Aiden with a rare and terrifying disorder: a delusion that random people
are actually the same person in disguise. As Harper and Aiden delve
deeper into the case, Harper fears that the attack might have been more
personal than anyone believed. And now her only ally is unstable,
paranoid, and mistrustful—because he’s seeing the same enemy
everywhere he looks.
Marathon Running: Physiology, Psychology, Nutrition and Training
Aspects Christoph Zinner 2016-03-19 The book contains recent research
about physiology, psychology, nutrition and training aspects of Marathon
Running of different age, gender and performance level. The basic
knowledge of marathon running with explanations of the physiological
and psychological mechanisms induced by marathon training with the
associated adaptations and subsequent improved physiological capacities
are presented in a reader friendly format for researchers and
practitioners. The book includes a full range of useful practical
knowledge, as well as trainings principles to guide the reader to run
marathon faster. After reading the book the reader is able to develop
training plans and owns the knowledge about up-to-date scientific results
in the fields of physiology, psychology, nutrition in marathon running.
Chain of Command Colby Marshall 2013-01-01 The simultaneous
assassinations of the President and Vice President catapults the Speaker
of the House into the White House as the first female President of the
United States. But evidence points to a former Navy SEAL as one of the
assassins, and a young journalist must figure out the truth.
A Mango-Shaped Space Wendy Mass 2008-11-16 An award-winning book
from the author of Jeremy Fink and the Meaning of Life and The
Candymakers for fans for of Wonder and Counting by Sevens Mia
Winchell has synesthesia, the mingling of perceptions whereby a person
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can see sounds, smell colors, or taste shapes. Forced to reveal her
condition, she must look to herself to develop an understanding and
appreciation of her gift in this coming-of-age novel.
West Virginia Blue Book 1980
The Secret Hour Luanne Rice 2003 John O'Rourke, a widowed father of
two children, finds himself fighting for the family he loves and a new
chance at happiness with the wonderful Kate as complications arise from
his defense of a serial killer.
The Hidden Things Jamie Mason 2020-03-03 A brilliantly original thriller
and “a startling, smart, vivid book” (Tana French, New York Times
bestselling author) from the acclaimed author of Three Graves
Full—inspired by the real-life unsolved theft of a seventeenth-century
painting. Twenty-eight seconds. In less than half a minute, a homesecurity camera captures the hidden resolve in fourteen-year-old Carly
Liddell as she fends off a vicious attack just inside her own front door.
The video of her heroic escape appears online and goes viral. As the view
count climbs, the lives of four desperate people will be forever changed
by what’s just barely visible in the corner of the shot. Carly’s stepfather
is spurred to protect his darkest secret: how a stolen painting—four
hundred years old, by a master of the Dutch Golden Age—has come to
hang in his suburban foyer. The art dealer, left for dead when the
painting vanished, sees a chance to buy back her life. And the doublecrossed enforcer renews the hunt to deliver the treasure to his billionaire
patrons—even if he has to kill to succeed. But it’s Carly herself, hailed as
a social-media hero, whose new perspective gives her the courage to
uncover the truth as the secrets and lies tear her family apart.
Twelve Years a Slave Solomon Northup 101-01-01 "Having been born a
freeman, and for more than thirty years enjoyed the blessings of liberty
in a free State—and having at the end of that time been kidnapped and
sold into Slavery, where I remained, until happily rescued in the month
of January, 1853, after a bondage of twelve years—it has been suggested
that an account of my life and fortunes would not be uninteresting to the
public." -an excerpt
Handbook of Parent-Child Interaction Therapy for Children on the
color-blind-dr-jenna-ramey-1-colby-marshall

Autism Spectrum Cheryl Bodiford McNeil 2019-02-06 This handbook
offers a theoretical foundation for the adaptation of Parent-Child
Interaction Therapy (PCIT) for children with autism spectrum disorder
(ASD) and their families. The volume examines current treatments for
children with ASD and provides a rationale for why PCIT is considered a
strong option to address many of the concerns found within this
population of children and families. It presents an overview of PCIT
theory, the goals of PCIT, the unique aspects of the treatment, and the
exceptional outcomes. The handbook demonstrates the versatility of
PCIT in conjunction with standard science-based therapies in addressing
specific behavioral problems in this young population. Chapters provide
a theoretical basis for PCIT, the empirical evidence for its efficacy,
clinical considerations, and training issues. Chapters also offer a
selection of case studies that help illustrate how PCIT has been
successful in treating children with autism. The handbook concludes by
identifying the gaps that need to be addressed by future research. Topics
featured in the Handbook include: A clinical description of Parent-Child
Interaction Therapy. The effects of medication for individuals with ASD.
The importance of parent-child interactions in social communication and
development. Teaching complex social behavior to children with ASD.
Internet-delivered PCIT (I-PCIT) for children with autism. Child-Directed
Interaction treatments for children with ASD. Parent-Directed
Interaction treatments for children on the autism spectrum. The
Handbook of Parent-Child Interaction Therapy for Children on the
Autism Spectrum is a must-have resource for researchers, professors,
clinicians/practitioners/therapists, and graduate students across many
interrelated disciplines, including child and school psychology,
behavioral therapy, social work, child and adolescent psychiatry,
pediatrics, and family studies as well as occupational therapy, physical
therapy, behavior analysis, and speech therapy.
Blue Cats and Chartreuse Kittens Patricia Lynne Duffy 2011-04-01
Imagine a world in which words have colors and sounds have tastes. In
his autobiography, Vladimir Nabokov described this neurological
phenomenon, which helped inspire David Hockney's sets for the
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Metropolitan Opera. Richard Feynman experienced it while formulating
the quantum theory that won him a Nobel Prize. Sometimes described as
a blending of perceptions, synesthesia occurs when only one of the fives
senses is aroused but two respond. Journalist Patricia Lynne Duffy draws
from her own struggles and breakthroughs with synesthesia to help us
better understand the condition, while describing some of the major
theories surrounding it. An illuminating examination of the world of
synesthetes, Blue Cats and Chartreuse Kittens is a must-read for science
and health buffs, as well as for artists, writers, and creative thinkers-or
anyone generally intrigued by the brain, the senses, and perception.
Lie Lay Lain Bryn Greenwood 2014-03-04 Jennifer has a great job and a
go-getter fiance. She's on track for success, until she witnesses a fatal
hit-and-run. Mistaking Jennifer for someone else, the dying victim
extracts an impossible promise. Jennifer's fiance wants her to forget the
whole incident, but when she closes her eyes, she can still see the bloody
face of the woman who asked for her help. Olivia is in a rut. Burdened
with caring for her brain-damaged brother and already feeling like a
spinster at 27, she's desperate to escape. In a moment of weakness, she
tells a lie that draws an unsuspecting paramedic into her life. As she
struggles to expiate the lie, a horrible act of violence will test her resolve
to be honest. Where Jennifer's promise and Olivia's lie intersect, their
lives begin to unravel.
Never Go Back Robert Goddard 2011 Harry Barnett thought he had left
his military career behind, so he is startled when two figures from his
past turn up on his doorstep after fifty years. An old friend has organised
the reunion to end all reunions: a weekend in the Scottish castle where
the ex-comrades took part in a psychological experiment many years
before. They haven't seen each other since. As they set off on their allexpenses-paid jaunt to Aberdeen, the old friends are in high spirits. But
the cheerful atmosphere is quickly shattered by the apparent suicide of
one of their party. When a second death occurs, a sense of foreboding
descends on the group. It appears that the past is coming back to haunt
them, a past that none of them have ever spoken about. Their
recollections are all frighteningly different. So what really happened?
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Then when one of them uncovers an extraordinary secret, he becomes
convinced that they will never leave the castle alive...
Shock Wave-Boundary-Layer Interactions Holger Babinsky 2011-09-12
Shock wave-boundary-layer interaction (SBLI) is a fundamental
phenomenon in gas dynamics that is observed in many practical
situations, ranging from transonic aircraft wings to hypersonic vehicles
and engines. SBLIs have the potential to pose serious problems in a
flowfield; hence they often prove to be a critical - or even design limiting
- issue for many aerospace applications. This is the first book devoted
solely to a comprehensive, state-of-the-art explanation of this
phenomenon. It includes a description of the basic fluid mechanics of
SBLIs plus contributions from leading international experts who share
their insight into their physics and the impact they have in practical flow
situations. This book is for practitioners and graduate students in
aerodynamics who wish to familiarize themselves with all aspects of SBLI
flows. It is a valuable resource for specialists because it compiles
experimental, computational and theoretical knowledge in one place.
The Tenth Circle Jon Land 2013-12-17 Blaine McCracken races to stop
terrorists from unleashing an ancient weapon of unimaginable power at
the president’s State of the Union speech Blaine McCracken pulled off
the impossible on a mission in Iran, but his work has just begun.
Returning to the US, he faces another terrible threat in the form of
Reverend Jeremiah Rule, whose hateful rhetoric has inflamed half the
world, resulting in a series of devastating terrorist attacks. But Rule isn’t
acting alone. A shadowy cabal is pulling his strings, unaware that they
are creating a monster who will soon spin free of their control. Finding
himself a wanted man, McCracken must draw on skills and allies both old
and new to get to the heart of a plot aimed at unleashing no less than the
tenth circle of hell. A desperate chase takes him into the past, where the
answers he needs are hidden amid two of history’s greatest puzzles: the
lost colony of Roanoke and the Mary Celeste. As the clock ticks down to
an unthinkable maelstrom, McCracken and his trusty sidekick, Johnny
Wareagle, must save the United States from a war the country didn’t
know it was fighting, and that it may well lose.
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Along the Roaring River Hao Jiang Tian 2008-04-21 The operatic bass
vocalist describes his life in Communist China during the Cultural
Revolution and how he found success as the first renowned native
Chinese opera singer outside his country.
The Complete Book of 2000s Broadway Musicals Dan Dietz
2017-04-06 In this book, Dan Dietz examines in detail every musical that
opened on Broadway during the 2000s, including Avenue Q, Billy Elliott,
The Full Monty, In the Heights, Jersey Boys, Mary Poppins, Next to
Normal, The Producers, Rock of Ages, Spamalot, Spring Awakening, The
25th Annual Putnam County Spelling Bee, Urinetown, and Xanadu.
Warning Miracle
Acting for the Stage Anna Weinstein 2017-02-24 Acting for the Stage is a
highly accessible guide to the business of theater acting, written for
those interested in pursuing acting as a profession. This book is a
collection of essays by and interviews with talented artists and
businesspeople who have built successful careers in the theater; it’s a
goldmine of career advice that might take years to find on your own.
Herein, the myths around professional acting are dispelled, and the
mysteries revealed. Acting for the Stage illuminates practical strategies
to help you build a life as a theater professional and find financial
rewards and creative fulfillment in the process. Contains essays by and
interviews with working stage actors, acting coaches, directors, writers,
and agents. Features discussions on selecting a graduate school
program, choosing acting classes and workshops, making the most out of
your showcase, landing an agent, networking and promoting yourself,
and the business of casting. Covers issues of money management,
balancing the highs and lows of the profession, finding work to nourish
your acting career, and building your creative team and support network.
Parent—Child Interaction Therapy Toni L. Hembree-Kigin 2013-06-29
This practical guide offers mental health professionals a detailed, stepby-step description on how to conduct Parent-Child Interaction Therapy
(PCIT) - the empirically validated training program for parents with
children who have disruptive behavior problems. It includes several
illustrative examples and vignettes as well as an appendix with
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assessment instruments to help parents to conduct PCIT.
Monday's Lie Jamie Mason 2015-02-03 Rebelling against her
unconventional upbringing by marrying her straitlaced college
sweetheart, Dee Aldrich fears her husband wants her dead years later
and emulates the tactics of her spy mother for answers. By the author of
Three Graves Full.
Red Rain R.L. Stine 2012-10-09 The New York Times bestselling author
of the Goosebumps and Fear Street series delivers a terrifying horror
novel for adults centered on a town in the grip of a sinister revolt. After
travel writer Lea Sutter barely survives a merciless hurricane on a tiny
island off the South Carolina coast, she impulsively brings two orphaned
twin boys home with her to Long Island. Samuel and Daniel seem
amiable and intensely grateful at first, but no one in Lea’s family
anticipates the twins’ true evil nature—or predicts that within a few
weeks’ time her husband, a controversial child psychologist, will be
implicated in two brutal murders. “The horror is grisly” (Associated
Press) in legendary author R.L. Stine’s “creepy, fun read” (Library
Journal)—an homage to the millions of adult fans who grew up reading
his classic series and a must-read for every fan of deviously inventive
chillers.
Biologic Markers in Reproductive Toxicology National Research
Council 1989-02-01 Does exposure to environmental toxicants inhibit our
ability to have healthy children who develop normally? Biologic
markersâ€"indicators that can tell us when environmental factors have
caused a change at the cellular or biochemical level that might affect
reproductive abilityâ€"are a promising tool for research aimed at
answering that important question. Biologic Markers in Reproductive
Toxicology examines the potential of these markers in environmental
health studies; clarifies definitions, underlying concepts, and possible
applications; and shows the benefits to be gained from their use in
reproductive and neurodevelopmental research.
Second Verse Jennifer Walkup 2021-01-02 Bad things come in threes. In
Shady Springs, that includes murder.Murder NowLange Crawford's
move to Shady Springs, Pennsylvania, lands her a group of awesome
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friends, a major crush on songwriter Vaughn, and life in a haunted, 200year-old farmhouse. It also brings The Hunt: an infamous murder
mystery festival where students solve a fake, gruesome murder scheme
during the week of Halloween. Well, supposedly fake.Murder ThenWeeks
before The Hunt, Lange and her friends hold a seance in the farmhouse's
eerie barn. When a voice rushes through, whispering haunting words
that only she and Vaughn can hear, Lange realizes it's begging for help.
The mysterious voice leads Lange and Vaughn to uncover letters and
photos left behind by a murdered girl, Ginny, and they become obsessed
with her story and the horrifying threats that led to her murder.Murder
Yet to ComeBut someone doesn't like their snooping, and Lange and
Vaughn begin receiving the same threats that Ginny once did. The
mysterious words from the barn become crucial to figuring out Ginny's
past and discovering how their own past is connected to hers. They must
work fast to uncover the truth or risk finding out if history really does
repeat itself.Second Verse is the winner of a 2013 Moonbeam Children's
Book Award. It won the Gold in its category: Young Adult Fiction Horror/MysterySecond Verse is the winner of the 2013 Golden Leaf
Award for Young Adult romance.
We Want What's Ours Bernadette Atuahene 2014 On countless
occasions in history one group with political power has taken property
from a less powerful group as part of a larger strategy to dehumanize or
infantilize them. The colonial expropriation of property from native
peoples, the Nazi confiscation of property from Jews, the Hutu taking of
property from Tutsis during and after the Rwandan genocide, and
Saddam Hussein's seizing of property from the Kurds in Iraq all typify
this enduring phenomenon. In such instances, the dispossessed were
subjected to deprivations of property and dignity. Subsequent
governments then had to navigate the perilous landscape surrounding
the return of land and other property to displaced or decimated
populations. They could ignore the fact that people were deprived of
their property, or they could rectify it. We Want What's Ours is a detailed
study of South Africa's attempts to rectify the deprivation of land
suffered by thousands of people under the colonial and apartheid
color-blind-dr-jenna-ramey-1-colby-marshall

regimes. It teaches a critical lesson about these transitions: remedying
past wrongs entails more than distributing money or even returning
property, because the dispossessed did not just lose their possessions,
they also had their dignity taken from them. A comprehensive remedy for
these 'dignity takings' involves confronting the underlying
dehumanization, infantilization, and political exclusion that enabled the
dispossession. That is, it requires 'dignity restoration' - a remedy based
on principles of restorative justice that seeks to rehabilitate the
dispossessed and reintegrate them into the fabric of society. South
Africa's colonial and apartheid-era land dispossessions are a
quintessential example of 'dignity takings', and the post-apartheid
government is unique because it has sought to move beyond the more
common step of only providing reparations (compensation for tangible
losses) and instead has tried to facilitate the restoration of the dignity of
the dispossessed. Bernadette Atuahene's detailed research, and
extensive interviews with over one hundred and fifty South Africans who
participated in the nation's land restitution program, demonstrates what
was required for this 'dignity restoration', and how successful it has
ultimately been. Rooted solidly in both academic analysis and human
experiences, this book serves as an invaluable resource to international
organizations, government bureaucrats, policy makers, NGOs, students,
and scholars interested in redress for historical injustice, defending
property rights, and conflict prevention.
The Wiley-Blackwell Handbook of Childhood Social Development Peter K.
Smith 2013-12-04 The Wiley-Blackwell Handbook of Childhood Social
Development, Second Edition presents an authoritative and up-to-date
overview of research and theory concerning a child's social development
from pre-school age to the onset of adolescence. Presents the most up-todate research and theories on childhood social development Features
chapters by an international cast of leaders in their fields Includes
comprehensive coverage of a range of disciplinary perspectives Offers all
new chapters on children and the environment, cultural influences,
history of childhood, interventions, and neuro-psychological perspectives
Represents an essential resource for students and researchers of
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childhood social development
The Moon in the Palace Weina Dai Randel 2016-03-01 A 2016 RT Book
Reviews Reviewers Choice Nominee for First Historical Romance! There
is no easy path for a woman aspiring to power A concubine at the palace
learns quickly that there are many ways to capture the Emperor's
attention. Many paint their faces white and style their hair attractively,
hoping to lure in the One Above All with their beauty. Some present him
with fantastic gifts, such as jade pendants and scrolls of calligraphy,
while others rely on their knowledge of seduction to draw his interest.
Young Mei knows nothing of these womanly arts, yet she will give the
Emperor a gift he can never forget. Mei's intelligence and curiosity, the
same traits that make her an outcast among the other concubines,
impress the Emperor. But just as she is in a position to seduce the most
powerful man in China, divided loyalties split the palace in two,
culminating in a perilous battle that Mei can only hope to survive. In the
breakthrough first volume in the Empress of Bright Moon duology, Weina
Dai Randel paints a vibrant portrait of ancient China—where love,
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ambition, and loyalty can spell life or death—and the woman who came
to rule it all.
Flash Point Colby Marshall 2017-06-30 Assassins converge on a bank in
Washington, D.C., murder everyone inside and escape without stealing a
dime, leaving only a message for police warning of another attack. Jenna
and the BAU team have a challenge profiling a dozen killers as the clock
ticks down. But two enemies from her past are lurking, ready to take
advantage of her preoccupation.
Last Will Bryn Greenwood 2012-04-01 Bernie Raleigh is a failure at
nearly everything he touches. Nobody notices a loser, and after being
kidnapped for ransom as a child, Bernie has spent his adult life trying to
avoid being noticed. That's impossible now that he's inherited his
grandfather's enormous fortune. The inheritance comes complete with a
mansion, a lot of obligations, and a very problematic housekeeper named
Meda Amos. Beauty queen, alien abductee, crypto-Jew, single mother-Meda is all those things, and she may be the only person who can help
Bernie survive his new and very public life.
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